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TOMISLAV ZELIĆ

Technological and Occult Media
in Modern Mass Society:
on Döblin’s City Novel Berlin Alexanderplatz1

Introduction
In recent media theory the meaning of the central concept “medium” was extended as far
as to include at least the following five definitions. 2 First and foremost, technological
apparatuses like telegraphs, gramophones, radios, telephones, cinemas etc. are called
media. Below I will give a close textual reading of the scene in which Biberkopf goes to
the movie theatre shortly after his release from prison. I will analyze his cinematic
experience following Le Bon’s theory of mass psychology. 3 Secondly, the human body,
in general, can be understood as a technological medium of sense perception, and thirdly,
the human body, in particular, can be understood as the occult medium of extraordinary
and at times supernatural mental states such as mass experiences, sexual arousal,
aggressiveness, dopey states, and delirium. Following Walter Benjamin and Georg
Simmel, 4 I will discuss Biberkopf’s shock experiences and traumatic states of panic in
modern urban mass society after his release from prison in Berlin-Tegel, and particularly
his delirium at the insane asylum in Berlin-Buch. I will argue that the literary
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representation of these experiences does not only fulfil Döblin’s self-proclaimed poetic
program of a “cinematic style” (Kinostil) 5 in the Berliner Programm of 1913, but also
that the novel internally reflects on the status and the function of technological and occult
media, both visually and acoustically. Fourthly, following recent systems theoretical
approaches to modern literature, the general theoretical distinction between medium and
form, 6 I will argue that modern mass society serves as the medium for Döblin’s novelistic
form and that the average person Biberkopf, whose individual criminal, juridical, and
psychiatric case history is stored at least fictitiously in the social network of discourses
and disciplines, serves as the exemplary form of the individual in modern mass society.
Last but not least, from an external perspective, the novel itself can be seen as a medium
and as a medium in competition with emerging new media. In this context, I will discuss
the contemporary cultural debate about the crisis of the novel. 7

The Technological Medium Cinema and the Occult Medium…
…or Biberkopf goes to the movies
Biberkopf has just been released from prison in Berlin-Tegel, after having served a four
year sentence for having murdered his girl-friend in affect. He has just gone through a
series of shock experiences in the now unfamiliar urban environment of modern mass
society. He has just suffered through traumatic states of panic in the dark backyard where
the two Jews picked him up and brought him to their apartment. On his flight from urban
modernity, Biberkopf returns to closed spaces reminiscent of the prison cell he just left:
the dark urban backyards and apartments of Berlin, but also and not so incidentally the
dark interior of a movie theatre. After pushing through the crowd in the rain, Biberkopf
catches attention of a movie poster announcing a popular pornographic comedy of the
time:
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Children under seventeen not allowed. On the huge poster a
beet-red gentleman was standing on a staircase, while a
peach of a young girl embraced his legs, she lay on the
stairs, and he stood up above with a leering expression on
his face. Underneath was written: Parentless, Fate of an
Orphaned Child, in Six Reels. 8
The following description of the location and the plot summary would certainly reinforce
the bigot suspicions against and the moralistic rejection of the new medium cinema
voiced by contemporary conservative cultural critics.

The long room was packed full, 90 percent men with work-caps
on, they don’t take them off. The three lamps on the ceiling are
covered with red. In front, a yellow piano with packages on top of
it. The orchestrion makes a continuous racket. Then it gets dark
and the film starts. A goose-girl is to be given culture, just why, is
not made so clear, at least not right in the middle. She wiped her
nose with her hand, she scratched her behind on the staircase,
everybody in the movie laughed. Franz thought it was quite
wonderful, when the tittering started up around him. Just folks,
free folks, amusing themselves, nobody has the right to say
anything to them, simply lovely, and I right here among ‘em! It
went on. The high-toned Baron had a sweetheart who lay in a
hammock and stretched her legs vertically in the air. The girl had
drawers on. That’s something. Wonder why people get so excited
about that dirty goose-girl and her licking the platters clean?
Again the girl with the slim legs flashed by. The Baron had left her
alone, now she toppled out of the hammock, and flopped onto the
grass, lay there stretched out. Franz stared at the screen, there was
already another picture, he still saw her toppling out laying there
stretched out. He gnawed his tongue, hell’s bell, what was that?
But when finally the one who had been the goose-girl’s lover
embraced his fine lady, the skin of his chest felt hot as if he had
been embracing her himself. It went all over him and made him
weak. 9
In his Study of the Popular Mind entitled The Crowd of 1895 Gustave Le Bon, a
conservative cultural critic, specifies the alterations in the psychic constitution of the
individual who is undergoing mass experience. 10 Although for the most part, Le Bon had
the crowd of the French Revolution in mind when he designed his theory, there seems to
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be a structural analogy between his mass psychological analysis and the functioning of
the emerging new medium cinema, which coincidentally was invented by the Lumière
brothers in the very same year, 1895, that Le Bon’s study was published. In other words,
cinema may be seen as the absent point of reference to early mass psychological theory.
Therefore, the cinematic experience lends itself to be interpreted in terms of the sociopsychological analysis of mass experience, and the individual who is a member of the
crowd, in fact, shares some of the psychosomatic features with the individual who is a
member of the movie audience.
Most importantly, in his cinematic experience Biberkopf resembles occult human
media who are hypnotized under the spell of a hypnotist who in this case is replaced by
the technological apparatus of cinematography. Like a hypnotized medium, Biberkopf
loses parts of his conscious personality, and his intellectual abilities are weakened, while
his emotional excitability is intensified. He thinks associatively in the illogical rhythms of
cinematic images. 11 Le Bon uses several medical, physiological, psychological, and
occult concepts to describe the state of fascination, attentiveness, and expectation into
which the individual enters when undergoing a mass experience: contagion, paralysis,
suggestion, hypnotism, mesmerism, and automatism. In medico-psychological
examinations for legal purposes, Judicial Assessor Dr. Albert Hellwig inquires into “the
suggestive power of the cinematographic presentation” (Suggestivkraft der
kinematographischen Vorführung) 12 and claims that the suggestive power could “cause
illusions and hallucinations of other sense organs.” 13 In an earlier essay he already
proposed that cinematic images could “leave behind lasting impressions” and “inspire
ruinous thoughts”, which in some cases could even lead to the committal of crimes. 14
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Similarly, Biberkopf is exposed to the suggestive power of the hypnotic medium
cinema. By staring on the movie screen he is caused to take instinctual actions in an
altered state of mind. Although other images are already occurring on the movie screen,
he mentally retains and perpetuates the images of the Baron’s lover, a female who is
wearing pants and vertically stretching her slim legs up until eventually falling out of the
hammock into the grass. Not unlike the visual process of condensation and displacement
(Verschiebung und Verdichtung) that Freud described in reference to dream work
(Traumarbeit), 15 Biberkopf transposes these erotically charged movie images of the
Baron’s lover into mental images of a Weibsstück that he instinctually sets out to find in
the city immediately after leaving the movie theatre. He remains anonymous in the
metropolitan crowd at the movie theatre while being sexually aroused in public by both
the cinematic images on screen and his private mental images. However, his rashness,
vehemence, and spontaneity finally result in violence, atrocity, and ferocity against the
prostitute, and his impotence, depression, and pursuit of more fundamental physiological
exigencies like food, drink, and sleep.

The Human Being as Technological Medium of Sense Perception…
…or Biberkopf’s street car ride
From a methodologically anti-humanist perspective, the human body can be seen as both
the technological and occult medium of sense perception. As we know from Walter
Benjamin, sense perception as such is not an anthropological constant but historically
conditioned. “During long periods of history, the mode of human sense perception
changes with humanity’s entire mode of existence. The manner in which human sense
perception is organized, the medium in which it is accomplished, is determined not only
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by nature but by historical circumstances as well.” 16 The meaning of “medium” here is
ambiguous, for it certainly refers both to the human body or psyche and its environment.
Hence the historical conditioning of the medium occurs in social and psychic terms on
the one hand, and not only in phylogenetic but also ontogenetic terms, on the other hand.
After his release from the prison in Berlin-Tegel, Biberkopf’s first challenge of
re-integrating into society is a simple streetcar ride. Under the title “On Car 41 into
Town” (Mit der 41 in die Stadt), which refers to the downtown-bound streetcar line
number 41 departing from Berlin-Tegel, the intense psychosomatic effects and the visual
or cinematic character of the metropolitan shock experience is captured by literary
means.

He shook himself and gulped. He stepped on his own feet. Then,
with a run, took a seat in the car. Right among people. Go ahead.
At first it was like being at the dentist’s, when he has grabbed a
root with a pair of forceps, and pulls; the pain grows, your head
threatens to burst. He turned his head back towards the red wall,
but the car raced on with him along the tracks, and only his head
was left in the direction of the prison. The car took a bend; trees
and houses intervened. Busy streets emerged, Seestrasse, people
got on and off, it’s going to start now. The tip of his nose turned to
ice; something was whirring over his cheek. 17
Witness the double movement of the streetcar and Biberkopf’s head focusing on its
object of sense perception as if Biberkopf took the position of the camera on top of the
streetcar that is driving through the metropolis in Vertov’s avant-garde experimental
documentary film Man with a Camera (1929). 18 The fragmentation of the visual field
induced by objects of sense perception covering up each other prefigures the traumatic
states of panic, the vertigo, and the hallucinations in later passages. Amongst all of these,
the fear of the roofs sliding from the buildings is used like a leitmotiv throughout the
novel. The first time it is represented it is related to a sense perception coded in cinematic
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terms. After disembarking from the streetcar Biberkopf is running through the city on
Rosenthaler Straße.

The cars roared and jangled on, house-fronts were rolling
along one after the other without stopping. And there were
roofs on the houses, they soared atop the houses, his eyes
wandered straight upward: if only the roofs don’t slide off,
but the houses stood upright. 19

With respect to Biberkopf’s situation, it is clear that the mental and bodily
deprivations in prison resulted in the atrophying of the “defensive organ”
(Schutzorgan), 20 which makes the city-dweller indifferent to the shock experiences of the
constant flux of discrepant stimuli from the urban environment. The development of “the
protection against stimuli” (Reizschutz) 21 normally constitutes the rationalistic and blasé
character typical for city-dwellers who respond to stimuli intellectually rather than
emotionally. 22 In contrast, Biberkopf suffers psychosomatically from traumatic states of
panic and sudden sexual or aggressive outburst, since he is deprived of most of his
“defensive organ” and unable to rationalize the metropolitan shock experiences. As a
helpless object, he is unable to distance himself rationally from the psychosomatic
impacts of metropolitan dynamic automatisms on his body. His subjectivity is submerged
in the functional discourse and discipline networks almost throughout – with some
exceptional passages written in the style closer to the realist psychological novel. Thus
Biberkopf’s individuality constitutes a mere “intersection of social circles” (Kreuzung
sozialer Kreise), to use Simmel’s definition of individuality in modern mass society. 23
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The Delirious Body as Occult Medium…
…or Biberkopf’s Symbolical Death and Rebirth
In connection with his visit to the cinema, we found that Biberkopf can be seen as an
occult hypnotized medium or non-autonomous subject while the movie projector, a
technological medium, functions like a hypnotist. Throughout, Döblin’s novel establishes
an interrelation between the technological medium cinema and the occult medium or
hypnotized subject which suffers from extraordinary mental states like sexual or
aggressive impulses, traumatic states of panic, and deliria. Repressed aggressive impulses
issued by the id and military orders to keep one’s head issued from the superego surface
in the universal metropolitan mass discourse as “free indirect discourse” (erlebte Rede). 24
In the polyperspectival city novel, they cannot be assigned easily to the perspective of
any particular character or one of the many narrator’s voices. After the fare dodger
Biberkopf escapes from the police, having taken a free ride on the streetcar, he submerges
in the metropolitan crowd and makes an uncanny experience by looking at a shop
window when he realizes that the metropolitan crowd, “it”, or in German es, is exhausted
in its functionality and represented in “the petrified style” (steinerner Stil). 25

Zwölf Uhr Mittagszeitung, B.Z., Berliner Illustrierte, Die
Funkstunde. “Anybody else got on?” The coppers have blue
uniforms now. He got off the car, without being noticed, and was
back among people again. What happened? Nothing. Chest out,
you starved sucker, you, pull yourself together, or I’ll give you a
crack in the jaw! Crowds, what a swarm of people! How they
hustle and bustle! My brain needs oiling, it’s probably dried up.
What was all this? Shoe stores, hat stores, incandescent lamps,
saloons. People got to have shoes to run around so much; didn’t we
have a cobbler’s shop out there, let’s bear that in mind! Hundreds
of polished window-panes, let ‘em blaze away, are they going to
make you afraid or something, why, you can smash ‘em up, can’t
you, what’s the matter with ‘em, they’re polished clean, that’s all.
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The pavement on Rosenthaler Platz was being torn up; he walked
on the wooden planks along with the others. Just go ahead and mix
in with the people, then everything’s going to clear up, and you
won’t notice anything, you fool. Wax figures stood in the showwindows, in suits, overcoats, with skirts, with shoes and stockings.
Outside everything was moving, but—back of it—there was
nothing! It—did not—live! It had happy faces, it laughed, waited
in twos and threes on the newspapers. This it stood there like the
street-lamps—and—became more and more rigid. They belonged
with the houses, everything white, everything wooden. 26
The interrelation between the technological medium cinema and the occult
medium or hypnotized subject becomes clearer when the phenomenon is unambiguously
represented from the character’s perspective and coded in occult terms from the
narrator’s perspective as in Biberkopf’s psychosomatic reaction to an altercation with
some workers who had just sung the International. At the beginning of the episode,
Biberkopf is in the position of the hypnotized moviegoer whose body is fixed to the seat
but paradoxically in “numbness” (Starre) and in great psychosomatic distress or “frenzy”
(Tobsucht) at the same time. After depersonalization sets in—Biberkopf hears his roaring
and sees himself from the distance as a doppelganger—and the leitmotiv fear re-emerges,
the episode culminates in a clairvoyant fantasy of naked violence.
A frenzy, a numbness comes over Franz Biberkopf. Blindly he
croaks in his throat, his eyes are glassy, his face blue, bloated, he
spits, his hands burn, the man’s out of his mind. His fingers claw
the chair, but he manages to hold on to it. Soon he will take the
chair and haul out.
Danger ahead, clear the streets, load, fire, fire, fire.
At the same time this roaring man hears his own voice, from far
away, is looking at himself. The houses, the houses threaten to
cave in again, the roofs to smash over him, this won’t do, no, they
can’t get away with that, those criminals won’t succeed, what we
need is order.
Something buzzes inside him: it’s going to start soon and
I’m going to do something, grab a throat, no, no, I’m about to
topple over, fall down, another moment, just another moment
more. And me thinking the world is quiet, there is law and order.
In his twilight state he is frightened: something is out of gear with
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the world, the others seem so terrible to him, he experiences it with
a sort of clairvoyance. 27
Like resurfacing repressed aggressive impulses, repressed homosexual impulses and
political resentment surface in a homophobic and anticommunist paranoiac discourse
coded in terms of cinematic and occult media effects: “What do these people want
anyway, first the fairies who don’t concern me, and now the Reds? (…) Something
flares and flickers in Franz’s eyes, his forehead and nose become thick.” 28 And yet at
other times the combination of homosexuality and communist political attitudes in certain
characters have occult, hypnotic, magnetic, or mesmerizing effects on Biberkopf which
will finally prove to be fatal. “Franz feels powerfully attracted to him (Reinhold).” 29
More importantly, Biberkopf’s delirium or, as the narrator, it seems, would have
it, symbolic death and rebirth at the insane asylum in Berlin-Buch is not only represented
in terms of the Expressionist conception of the new human being based on the religious
idea of re-embodiment or the Christian concept of the resurrection of the flesh but again
also in psychiatric terms of acoustic and visual hallucinations, in mass psychological and
occult terms of suggestibility and hypnotism, and finally in technological terms of
cinematic effects. After having made a stance against the police during shootings and a
consequent police round-up and at the Alexanderquelle, the authorities institutionalize
Biberkopf at the insane asylum in Berlin-Buch where he enters into a state which the
doctors and psychiatrist there quickly diagnose as “catatonic stupor.” 30 Biberkopf’s
delirious body is a mere chassis (Gehäuse) 31 which is soulless, out of service, and
disengaged from external social interpersonal communicative reality while producing an
excessive flux of internal mental images.
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At first Biberkopf receives an imaginary visitor, the allegorical figure of the
harvester death who is the main member in the famous medieval dance of death,
however, ironically speaking fluently in Berlin dialect. The subsequent “profane
enlightenment,” 32 in fact, features stroboscopic light effects reminiscent of side and
special effects of cinematographic representation. “And a luminous hatchet flashes
through the air, it flashes and is extinguished.” 33 The cinematic flux of stroboscopic light
is paralleled with the allegorical dismemberment of the delirious human body featured as
a gradually accelerated repetitive mechanistic process reciting earlier slaughterhouse
scenes. “Swing up, fall down, hack in, swing up, crash down, hack in, swing, fall, hack,
swing fall hack, swing hack, swing hack.” 34 Biberkopf undergoes the “radical cure”
(Gewaltkur) through which, at least according to the narrator’s comment in the preface,
he will be “bent straight again” (zurechtgebogen) before returning to Alexanderplatz
looking “greatly changed and battered” (verändert, ramponiert). 35 The literary
representation of and self-reflection on the status of the human being as technological and
occult medium of extraordinary mental states such as delirious hallucinations mimetically
constructs cinematic visual and poetic acoustic effects.

Excursus: Poetics of Psychiatric Knowledge
In a study about Döblin’s Poetics of Psychiatric Knowledge, as the subtitle announces,
Wolfgang Schäffner 36 argues that Döblin’s professional experiences as an institutional
doctor and office-based neurologist granted him access to the fields of knowledge such as
the clinic, the insane asylum, and the prison, all of which in turn served as the material
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for the novel. 37 In the Berliner Programm Döblin rejects all psychologizing and
historicizing modes of literary representation and proposes “to learn from psychiatry.”
We should learn from psychiatry, the only science that
deals with the human soul as a whole: it recognized the
naivety of psychology a long time ago; it limits itself to the
notation of processes and movements—shaking its head
and shrugging its shoulder at everything else, the question
as to why and how. (…) It points us to a way out of
psychological prose. (…) The subject of the novel is
soulless reality. (…) In the face of the abundant materials
the representation requires a cinematic style. 38
In other words, Döblin’s program calls for ignoring character’s inner mental states in the
classical style of the realistic psychological novel of the nineteenth century and instead
recommends focusing on purely materialistic data from a mechanistic functionalistic
point of view on the human being. And insofar as prognostic empirical sciences like
criminal studies, demography, and statistics serve as the fundament of modern psychiatry,
which is based on statistical probability and causality, 39 the modern novel uses media of
mass culture and everyday materials such as phone books and meteorological reports.
Under these theoretical presupposition, Schäffner exposes the division of labour
between psychiatry, law, and literature in support of the claim that although legal
psychiatry was conceived in order to humanize the criminal law, it actually contributed to
the aggravation and expansion of juridical techniques of disciplining and observing both
criminals and the mentally ill. Secondly, Schäffner claims that a new type of insane
asylum emerged out of this alliance between doctors and lawyers and that Berlin-Buch
ranks amongst the first institutions of this kind, where according to Döblin’s psychiatric
reform program disturbed patients are to be healed, languishing paralyzed patients are to
be accommodated, and degenerate patients are to be detained. 40
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Schäffner goes on to characterize the therapeutic optimism of the judicial system
and psychiatry inherent in their hopes of achieving the goal of normalization by means of
therapeutic disciplining. Precisely to this end, Biberkopf, whom the judicial and medical
authorities deem to be a confirmed jailbird if not mentally ill alcoholic, is
institutionalized in Berlin-Buch. There his hallucinatory states of panic are methodically
intensified beyond any measure and the orthopaedic torture therapy and disciplining of
the body follows the guidelines of a bio-political program according to which life must be
preserved and penitentiary processes pursue improvement rather than punishment. Thus a
contemporary legal expert could claim that the transformation of Biberkopf, the
transportation worker who murdered his fiancée in affect, to Biberkopf, a functional,
equally respected as respectable member of society, is the showpiece of winning back a
criminal for the human society. 41 Döblin’s novel, therefore, becomes the model of the
successful improvement of a criminal personality and the confirmation for the therapeutic
optimism shared by lawyers and psychiatrists alike. 42
In the final analysis, at least Döblin’s narrator in Berlin Alexanderplatz seems to
suggest that the psychiatric cure was accomplished, for Biberkopf, in fact, ends up
working as an assistant doorman in a medium-sized factory, that is to say, in a fixed and
static position, and most probably medico-therapeutically immobilized by psychotropic
agents, while around him everybody moves about dynamically and transiently, be it the
personnel in the factory, be it the National-Socialists and Communists marching the
streets of Berlin in 1929 competing for political power with each other. In contrast to
both contemporary Marxist and present-day post-Marxist critics, who either bemoan that
at the end of the novel the profanely enlightened gangster was elevated into the heavens
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of novelistic characters by becoming a sage, 43 or who respectively see the ideal-typical
German Michel, that is, the selfless, de-politicized, conformist petite bourgeois in
Biberkopf, 44 the end result actually seems to be the best possible result beyond the
classical idealistic program of the Bildungsroman that nonetheless remains the negative
backdrop against which these critics judge Biberkopf’s story. 45 After all, in reference to
both the Communists and the National Socialists, Biberkopf or the narrator rhymes
ironically: “Reason is the gift of man, jackasses replace it with a clan.” 46

The Metropolitan Masses and the Exemplary Average Person as the Medium and
Form of Modern Society
In reference to Robert Musil’s novel Man Without Qualities, Benno Wagner applies the
systems theoretical distinction between medium/form to claim that, sociologically
speaking, the human beings en mass are the medium of modern society, and that,
culturally speaking, human beings en mass are the medium of modern city literature. 47
The systems theoretical distinction between medium/form extends the concept of the
medium as far that, as a contemporary German media theorist ironically noted, “nothing
is not a medium.” 48 Now Wagner emphasizes the lose coupling of the medium, that is the
human beings en mass, and the stable coupling of the form, that is society or the novel,
on the one hand, and the homogeneity and substitutability of the elements of the medium,
on the other hand. Since Döblin’s novel has a title, Berlin Alexanderplatz, and a subtitle,
The Story of Franz Biberkopf, which, as a side note, Döblin’s editor persisted in adding to
the title, I would like to add that while its medium certainly is the lose coupling of
individuals in modern mass society, the fictitious character Biberkopf as an exemplary
average person (Durchschnittsmensch) is its form on the one hand. But on the other hand,
the narrator sees Biberkopf as an occult medium of dark forces. 49
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From a systems theoretical standpoint, the social and the psychic system are
environments to each other and yet there is “interpenetration” 50 between them, while
from a psychoanalytic standpoint the average person stands in a double conflict against
both external nature and culture on the one hand, and by virtue of sublimated
renouncement of sexual and aggressive drives for civilizing purposes against repressed
inner nature and culture on the other hand. 51 To put it following Simmel’s terminology
once again, Biberkopf is an “intersection of social circles,” 52 precisely to the extent that
he resides in the interspaces between the metropolitan discourse and discipline networks
which are ordered according to binary codes. Thus he is neither homosexual nor
heterosexual, 53 he neither loves Mieze/Sonja nor Reinhold, in terms of the discourse of
gender and sexuality, he is neither Nazi nor Communist in terms of the historico-political
discourse, neither employed nor unemployed in terms of the economical discourse,
neither respectable [anständig] nor criminal in terms of the legal discourse, 54 and one
may add neither normal nor pathological in terms of the psychiatric discourse.

The City Novel as the Medium and the Form of Modern Mass Society
In face of the competition between old and new media (Medienkonkurrenz) “The Day of
the Book” (Tag des Buches) was officially instituted in the Weimar Republic in 1929. 55
Unsurprisingly enough until today in the public discourse around the book fairs
(Buchmessen), cultural conservative and pessimistic voices are heard bemoaning the
asymmetry between the production and consumption of books and the overall damaging
effects of the new media’s superpower in modern mass society. In response to the
predominantly economical crisis of the book as perceived by the publishing industry in
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general, and the cultural crisis of the novel in particular, 56 Döblin increases self-reference
in both his programmatic and poetic writings. 57 The preface of the novel begins with
“This book […]” („Dies Buch…”) 58 and gives a self-commentating summary of the
story, exposing its banality by using war, boxing, and chess metaphors. In a later passage
where the harvester death visits Biberkopf and sings the songs of death, the narrator
ironically reflects on the novel as media as well as on songs, poetry, and music as other
media.
That certainly is a beautiful song. Franz hears it and
wonders what it means: Death is singing? If it were printed
in a book, or read aloud, it would be rather like poetry,
Schubert composed such songs, Death and the Maiden, but
what about it? 59

Subsequently, the harvester death tells Biberkopf ironically reflecting on his own status
as technological medium:
I called you again and again, and you take me for a mere
record player, for a gramophone to turn on, whenever you
please, then I have to call you, and when you have enough,
you simply stop the record. That’s what you take me for, or
that’s whatcha take me for. Go ahead and take me for it, but
I tell you you’re wrong. 60
To note on the margins, amongst other means of increasing self-reference in the novel are
the use of rhetorical figures such as alliteration, assonance, rhythmic as well as melodic
verses, and rhymes, all of which are sound effects highlighting the materiality and
mediality of language, 61 and the intertextual parodying and derisive use of ancient Greek
mythology (Orestes), the Bible (Apocalypse, Book of Hiob), and the allegorical figures
(the whore Babylon, the harvester Death). Again wireless communication of the Erinnyes
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from the ancient Greek myth of the Oresteia is contrasted with the means of
communication in the modern technological age.
More importantly, however, the realistic external-referential (fremdreferentiell)
observation of the functioning of the metropolitan discourse and discipline networks from
a cold analytical point of view is enriched with equally realistic self-referential
reflections, e.g., the narrator’s commentary with overtones of a pitiless and ironical
ballad-monger not unlike in Brecht’s epic theatre, almost essayistic but instantaneous
reflections about programmatic and poetic questions as to the status of the novel as a
medium, the literary representability of the metropolitan crowd and the city itself, the
usefulness of literature in general.
There are men, women, and children, the latter mostly
holding women’s hands. To enumerate them all and to
describe their destinies is hardly possible, and only in a few
cases would this succeed. The wind scatters chaff over all
of them alike. The faces of the eastward wanderers are in
no way different from those of the wanderers to the west,
south and north; moreover they exchange theirs roles, those
who are now crossing square towards Aschinger’s may be
seen an hour later in front of the empty Hahn Department
Store. Just as those who come from Brunnenstrasse on their
way to Jannowitz Brücke mingle with those coming from
the reverse direction. Yes, and many of them turn off to the
side, from south to east, from south to west, form north to
west, from north to east. They have the same equanimity as
passengers in an omnibus or in street-cars. The latter all sit
in different postures, making the weight of the car, as
indicated outside, heavier still. Who could find out what is
happening inside them, a tremendous chapter. And if
anyone did write it, to whose advantage would it be? New
books? Even the old ones don’t sell, and in the year ’27
book-sales as compared with ’26 have declined so and so
much per cent. 62
In this passage, the question as to the literary representability of the metropolitan crowd
and the city itself is raised and answered by mimicking film scripts and citing cinematic
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modes of representation, e.g., the high-angle shots of the metropolitan crowd as they are
used in Walter Ruttmann’s Sinfonie einer Großstadt (1929). The novel also reflects on its
own status as a medium with reference to the annual book market quotas, on the one
hand, and on its own status as literature, on the other hand, with reference to and
programmatic rejection of the outdated writing style of the realistic psychological novel
of the nineteenth century which by the late twenties has been in crisis for quite some
time. “Who could find out what is happening inside them, a tremendous chapter. And if
anyone did write it, to whose advantage would it be?” Instead the characteristic features
of the metropolitan crowd as the medium of the novel, i.e., the anonymity and
homogeneity as well as the substitutability of elements and roles is made visible in the
form of the novelistic representation. Or, if in other passages the representation of
character’s inner mental states is asked for, then it follows a notably modernist poetic
program by using inner monologues and free indirect speech even if some passages may
relapse into the traditional realistic psychological mode of writing. Döblin’s modern city
novel Berlin Alexanderplatz—The Story of Franz Biberkopf realistically represents and
self-referentially reflects on the interrelation between human, technological, occult, and
literary media such as the normally functioning and the delirious human body, cinema,
the metropolitan masses, and the city novel itself.
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